inHealth Network
Automation

QOS inHealth is a suite of cloud-based applications, proprietary microservices software and
automation tasks that span edge networking devices and cloud-native orchestration platforms,
joining together a self-healing ecosystem to automatically respond to and recover from network
events in real time.
The industry analyst firm Gartner estimates that the average cost of an enterprise network outage
is around $300,000, per hour. Of course, the actual amount could be lower, or even higher, depending
on the size and type of organization and the applications that depend on the network.
Given the high potential cost of an outage, businesses need to understand how operations are
affected if one or more sites loose connectivity to the corporate network, and those in highly
regulated industries need to be aware of the compliance requirements to maintain high availability at
all locations.

Make Uptime a Priority
The traditional approach to maintaining
high availability is to deploy redundant
devices and circuits to important hub sites,
data centers and other points of network
aggregation. This costly high-availability
configuration can be uneconomic for
branch offices where sales revenues may
be impacted by even a short term outage.
QOS Networks inHealth can eliminate or
reduce the need and cost of redundant
equipment at branch offices while
increasing site uptime.

Make Uptime a Priority
Automated SD-WAN
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Network Automation at Work
QOS Networks custom patent-pending software automation senses an equipment failure and can
reroute the traffic over an LTE device and reconnect branch offices to the Internet and private data
centers and servers, fully replicating the SD-WAN network overlay in a matter of seconds.
The QOS cloud-native software resides in the AWS cloud, so it is immune to individual device failure
and can scale to support the largest enterprises. inHealth provides fast automatic failover to the
backup line when it detects a loss of signal on the primary circuit and it will switch back to the
primary line once the circuit is restored, with software configured to prevent flapping.
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Features of inHealth Network Automation
•

Cost Effective: inHealth reduces or eliminates the need and cost of redundant
equipment and/or circuit duplication at customer branch offices (i.e. high-availability
configuration) while increasing site uptime

•

Ultra-Reliable: inHealth increases site availability and reliability through predefined
automated processes that protect against device failure

•

Diverse: inHealth 4G LTE backup is immune from cuts to the physical lines going into
the customer premises, which can happen anytime backhoes are digging in or around
local streets

•

Scalable: Cloud-native micro-services software architecture is scalable to large
enterprise networks of with thousands of devices and sites

•

Usability: Administrators need an interface that is simple, easy, and efficient. inHealth is
all three

•

Ease of Integration: inHealth integrates seamlessly with the SD-WAN Orchestrator to
apply changes to the network

•

Reportable: All inHealth functions are integrated into the base monitoring platform so
the customer will get insights on failovers that occur

